SoSafe

Product Data Sheet
SoSafe External Surface Revival (with mould control)
Ideal to remove mould, moss, mildew, pollution, dirt and other discolouration on hard surfaces
including concrete, pavers, wood and tiles. Actively prevents mould and moss from returning
for up to 12 months.
Product Description
SoSafe External Surface Revival (ESR) cleans
external surfaces affected by weather deterioration
such as water, mould, fungus, moss and
discolouration, returning the surface to its’ original
condition. SoSafe ESR’s residual effect continues to
protect the surface for up to 12 months after one
application from mould spore and fungus.

* Gloves
* Brush / Broom

SoSafe External Surface Revival is chlorine free,
single part chemical with disinfecting characteristics.
ESR is safe for use on almost any surface and includes
environmentally friendly, biodegradable and naturally
occurring ingredients. Ideal for cleaning and
inhibiting mould / moss from driveways, building
exteriors, pathways, outdoor furniture, weathered
signs, public toilet areas, around pools and car wash
units.

Application Procedure

* Goggles
* High Pressure Washer

Safety
When using graffiti remover follow safety directions on
the label, wear appropriate attire including - enclosed
shoes, gloves and goggles.

1. Mix 1 litre of External Surface Revival to 5 Litres of water
(warm / hot water is desirable).
2. Apply to surface with brush or broom and leave for a
minimum of ten minutes (the longer soak time the better
results).
3. High-pressure clean the surface or Scrub with a wet
broom, the mould / stains will become loose. Rinse surface
with water.

Characteristics
* pH Neutral
* Non-Flammable
* Non-Hazardous

* Non-Toxic
* Non-Corrosive
* Biodegradable

Tools / Equipment
To remove stubborn mould from difficult surfaces
quickly it is recommended to have high pressure
available, it is still possible to achieve great results
without high pressure though a little more time maybe
required.

Disclaimer
To the best of our knowledge and belief, the information is true and
accurate at the time of publication. Since the conditions of use are out of
the agents / distributors / manufacturers control, the end user must satisfy
themselves by prior testing the product is suitable for their specific
application.

Product Coverage
Coverage rates vary significantly depending on the
porousity of the surface. 5Lt of concentrate mixed into
25Lt of water will clean 100 – 250 square metres.

Pack Sizes
3x5Lt / 25Lt
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